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Abstract :
Infragravity (hereafter IG) waves are surface ocean waves with frequencies below those of windgenerated "short waves" (typically be- low 0.04 Hz). Here we focus on the most common type of IG
waves, those induced by the presence of groups in incident short waves. Three related mechanisms
explain their generation: (1) the development, shoaling and release of waves bound to the short-wave
group envelopes (2) the modulation by these envelopes of the location where short waves break, and
(3) the merging of bores (breaking wave front, resembling to a hydraulic jump) inside the surfzone.
When reaching shallow water (O(1-10 m)), IG waves can transfer part of their energy back to higher
frequencies, a process which is highly dependent on beach slope. On gently sloping beaches, IG waves
can dissipate a substantial amount of energy through depth-limited breaking. When the bottom is very
rough, such as in coral reef environments, a substantial amount of energy can be dissipated through
bottom friction. IG wave energy that is not dissipated is reflected seaward, predominantly for the lowest
IG frequencies and on steep bottom slopes. This reflection of the lowest IG frequencies can result in the
development of standing (also known as stationary) waves. Reflected IG waves can be refractively
trapped so that quasi-periodic along-shore patterns, also referred to as edge waves, can develop. IG
waves have a large range of implications in the hydro-sedimentary dynamics of coastal zones. For
example, they can modulate cur- rent velocities in rip channels and strongly influence cross-shore and
longshore mixing. On sandy beaches, IG waves can strongly impact the water table and associated
groundwater flows. On gently sloping beaches and especially under storm conditions, IG waves can
dominate cross-shore sediment transport, generally promoting offshore transport inside the surfzone.
Under storm conditions, IG waves can also induce overwash and eventually promote dune erosion and
barrier breaching. In tidal inlets, IG waves can propagate into the back-barrier lagoon during the food
phase and induce large modulations of currents and sediment transport. Their effect appears to be
smaller during the ebb phase, due to blocking by countercurrents, particularly in shallow systems. On
coral and rocky reefs, IG waves can dominate over short-waves and control the hydro-sedimentary
dynamics over the reef flat and in the lagoon. In harbors and semi- enclosed basins, free IG waves can
be amplified by resonance and induce large seiches (resonant oscillations). Lastly, free IG waves that
are generated in the nearshore can cross oceans and they can also explain the development of the
Earth's "hum" (background free oscillations of the solid earth).

Keywords : Infragravity waves, Bound wave, Dissipation, Reflection, Sediment transport, Barrier
breaching, Seiche, Earth Hum
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1. Introduction
Infragravity (hereafter IG) waves are surface ocean waves with frequencies
below those of wind-generated "short waves". Typical short-wave frequencies
are between 0.04 and 1 Hz whereas IG wave frequencies are generally dened
as being between 0.004 and 0.04 Hz. For a given water depth, IG waves have
longer wavelengths than short waves: for example, at a water depth of 10 m,
IG waves have wavelengths from a few hundred meters to kilometres whereas
short-waves have wavelengths from a few meters to hundreds of meters.
While the rst observations of IG waves date back only to the middle of the
20th century (Munk, 1949), it is now well recognized that IG waves contribute
considerably to nearshore hydrodynamics (e.g. Guza and Thornton, 1982; Elgar et al., 1992; Reniers et al., 2002; Ruessink et al., 1998a; Pomeroy et al.,
2012; Guedes et al., 2013), sediment transport (e.g. Russell, 1993; Aagaard and
Greenwood, 2008; De Bakker et al., 2016), dune and barrier breaching (e.g.
Roelvink et al., 2009), development of seiche in harbours (e.g. Okihiro et al.,
1993) and they are considered to be the source of background free oscillations
of the solid earth, also referred to as "the hum of the Earth" (e.g. Webb, 2007;
Rhie and Romanowicz, 2006). This large range of implications probably explains the growing interest in IG waves over the last decade, as it is attested by
the increasing volume of literature on the topic (Fig. 1).
Munk (1949) was the rst to identify a relation between low frequency motions along the shoreline and the presence of groups in the incident short waves.
He also found that the amplitude of these long waves was approximately propor6
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Figure 1: Number of paper per year found in Scopus and Web of Science where the title
includes infragravity waves or surf-beat.

tional to that of incident short waves but independent of their period. Tucker
(1950) performed a cross-correlation between the short wave energy envelope
and the IG wave amplitude and conrmed the existence of a linear relation between the two. A few years later, Biesel (1952) provided the rst mathematical
demonstration of the existence of secondary long waves forced by incident short
waves. Applying their concept of radiation stress (the momentum ux associated with the short waves) to a 1D bichromatic wave eld, Longuet-Higgins
and Stewart (1962) demonstrated that groups in the incident short waves can
force a so-called bound wave, 180 degrees out of phase with the amplitude of
the short-wave group. Hasselmann (1962) extended this nding to a 2D random
wave eld, deriving an analytical solution to compute the bound wave from the
directional spectra of the incident short waves. In the 1970s, Gallagher (1971)
showed that IG waves reected at the shoreline can be refractively trapped in
the nearshore, so that quasi-stationary along-shore patterns, referred to as edge
7

waves, can develop. This nding was later corroborated by Bowen and Guza
(1978) and many others. The so-called pattern theory was developed in the
same period and proposes that such edge waves can imprint the morphology
and explain the development of periodic 3D patterns on sandy beaches (Bowen
and Inman, 1971; Holman and Bowen, 1982). Although this theory was challenged by self-organization theories over the last 15 years (e.g. Falque± et al.,
2000; Coco and Murray, 2008), it fostered much research on IG waves in the
period 1970-2000. In that period, Symonds et al. (1982) proposed an additional
generation mechanism for IG waves, where the variation of the breakpoint (the
location where short waves break) on the timescale of wave groups releases free
long waves both shoreward and seaward of the breaking zone. A decade later,
Schäer (1993) combined the two main generation mechanisms of IG waves (i.e.
bound wave and varying breakpoint) into one semi-analytical model.
Field experiments in the 80's and 90's provided important new insights into
IG-wave dynamics. Following Munk (1949) and Tucker (1950), trends between
oshore short-wave height and IG-wave height were identied in the eld (e.g.
Holman, 1981; Guza and Thornton, 1982, 1985; Huntley et al., 1993). The rst
method for separating the incoming and outgoing (free) IG-wave signals was
developed by Guza et al. (1984), and triggered the study of reection patterns
of IG waves. At the same time, bispectral analysis (Hasselmann et al., 1963)
oered a more detailed understanding of the mechanisms responsible for IGwave generation (e.g. Elgar and Guza, 1985; Herbers et al., 1994; Herbers and
Burton, 1997; Norheim et al., 1998; Ruessink, 1998a) which demonstrated, for
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instance, the importance of directional spreading and the spectral shape of incident short waves on the resulting IG-wave energy. Furthermore, (e.g., Guza
and Thornton, 1982; Guza et al., 1984; Holman and Sallenger, 1985; Raubenheimer et al., 1996; Ruessink et al., 1998a; Ruggiero et al., 2004) established
the importance of IG waves in runup (the maximum vertical extent of wave uprush on a beach), with a particularly large inuence on mildly sloping beaches
under energetic wave conditions. In addition, many eld studies investigated
the suspension and cross-shore transport of sand by IG waves (e.g. Abdelrahman and Thornton, 1987; Beach and Sternberg, 1988; Roelvink and Stive, 1989;
Shibayama et al., 1991; Osborne and Greenwood, 1992; Russell, 1993). However, contrasting conclusions were reached in terms of transport direction and
the respective contribution of IG waves, suggesting that parameters such as the
beach prole or incident short-wave conditions are also important.
From the late 90's onwards, laboratory experiments oered a more detailed view of IG waves. The Boers (1996) experiment and, more recently,
the GLOBEX experiment (Ruessink et al., 2013), and the subsequent analyses resulted in strong improvements concerning the understanding of generation
mechanisms, propagation (such as IG wave height growth and phase correlation with the short-wave envelope) and dissipation trends and mechanisms (e.g.
Janssen et al., 2003; Battjes et al., 2004; Van Dongeren et al., 2007; De Bakker
et al., 2015a; Inch et al., 2017a).
Over the last 15 years, the development of numerical models capable of simulating the generation and propagation of IG waves in the nearshore started
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to emerge , following two distinct approaches. The rst approach couples a
circulation model with a spectral, phase-averaged, model representing energy
uctuations at the scale of short-wave groups (e.g. Van Dongeren et al., 2003;
Reniers et al., 2004; Roelvink et al., 2009). The second approach, known as
phase-resolving, explicitly represents the short waves and their induced circulation, including the detailed interactions between short waves and IG waves
(e.g. Kennedy et al., 2000; Zijlema et al., 2011; Bonneton et al., 2011; Sheremet
et al., 2016).
Over the past decade, many studies have combined numerical modelling
with eld or laboratory experiments to improve understanding of the processes
controlling the generation mechanisms, the propagation and the transformation
of IG waves (e.g. De Bakker et al., 2015b; Rijnsdorp et al., 2015; Bertin and
Olabarrieta, 2016), as well as their impacts on sediment dynamics and barrier
breaching (e.g. Roelvink et al., 2009), and on the hydrodynamic circulation in
coral reefs (e.g. Pomeroy et al., 2012; Van Dongeren et al., 2013). In addition,
over the past years the importance of IG waves in other environments has been
identied, varying from their role in the creation of acoustic wave activity in the
thermosphere (Godin et al., 2015; Zabotin et al., 2016), their impact on cli top
shaking (Young et al., 2016; Earlie et al., 2015), to their inuence on iceshelf
collapse in the Antarctic (e.g. Bromirski et al., 2015).
This paper reviews the state-of-the-art in knowledge about IG waves and
gives an overview of the large range of impacts associated with this phenomenon.
This initiative follows a workshop that took place in La Rochelle (France) on the
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17-18th March 2016 and gathered a substantial part of the European community
working on IG waves. Section 2 reviews the main generation mechanisms for IG
waves. Section 3 summarizes the main transformations that IG waves experience
in the nearshore. The next section presents a large range of eects IG waves
have in various coastal environments, spanning from sediment transport to the
development of seiches in harbours or the Earth's hum. The last section provides
a conclusion and discusses the future challenges concerning research on IG waves.

2. Generation mechanisms
2.1. Bound wave
Biesel (1952), followed by Longuet-Higgins and Stewart (1962), demonstrated that the presence of groups in incident short waves can force a secondary
wave of a similar frequency as the group, a so-called bound wave. Bound IG
waves are already generated in deep water, and, although they are small (on the
order of 1 cm), they undergo a signicant transformation and growth in height
when propagating from deep water to the shoreline. In a conceptual description, consider two short waves at discrete frequencies (a so-called bichromatic
wave eld) propagating over a horizontal bed (Fig. 2-A). Since the two waves
travel at slightly dierent celerities, the amplitudes of the waves locally add up
or cancel out. This pattern creates wave groups whose frequency is equal to
the dierence between the frequencies of the two considered short waves (Fig.
2-B). In general, this frequency dierence is about one order of magnitude lower
than the frequency of the short waves. Through nonlinear (second-order Stokes)
11

interactions, the waves force a slight depression and rise in the mean sea level
at the wave group length. This undulation can be seen as a wave itself and
it is in anti-phase with the wave groups. In other words, waves with higher
amplitudes transport more momentum than small waves, thereby pushing the
mean water level down under higher waves and creating a relative water level
setup at the location of the smaller waves (Fig. 2-B). This long wave travels
phase-locked to the wave group, and is therefore called a bound wave (Biesel,
1952; Longuet-Higgins and Stewart, 1962). Longuet-Higgins and Stewart (1962)
derived an equilibrium solution that relates the bound wave amplitude to the
energy of the short waves:

η (x, t) =

−Sxx (x, t)
 +K
ρ gh − c2g

(1)

In this equation, Sxx is the wave radiation stress, which corresponds to the
momentum ux associated with short waves, h is the mean water depth, ρ
is the water density, g is the gravitational acceleration, cg is the short waves
group velocity and K is a constant. The theoretical results were validated with
observational data in the laboratory (e.g. Kostense, 1984; Baldock et al., 2000).
In nature, the short wave eld is composed of a large number of random
components and through sub-harmonic interactions, a spectrum of bound wave
components is forced according to mechanisms described by Hasselmann (1962)
and Herbers et al. (1994), which in eect is a two-dimensional generalization
of Longuet-Higgins and Stewart (1962). These bound IG waves typically have
frequencies in the range of 0.004-0.04 Hz, and in deeper water have amplitudes
12
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Figure 2: (A) Time series of two sinusoidal waves with periods of 14 s (blue) and 15 s (pink)
travelling over a at bottom by 20 m water depth. (B) Resulting free surface elevation (blue)
and bound wave (red) as computed according to Longuet-Higgins and Stewart (1962).

of mere centimeters. However, the equilibrium solution proposed by LonguetHiggins and Stewart (1962) is only valid for a at bottom. For a sloping bottom,
the bound wave is no longer in equilibrium with the energy envelope of the short
waves. As the wave groups propagate into shallower water, the phase dierence
between the wave groups and the bound wave shifts away from 180 degrees, so
that the long waves lag behind the wave groups. This phenomenon was observed
in the eld (e.g. Masselink, 1995; Inch et al., 2017a), was reproduced numerically by List (1992), was observed during laboratory experiments by Battjes
et al. (2004) and De Bakker et al. (2013) and was explained theoretically by
Janssen et al. (2003). This phase shift allows energy transfer from short waves
to the bound long wave (e.g. Van Dongeren et al., 2007) and therefore a growth
of IG waves, the rate of which lies between conservative shoaling (the growth
13

in height due to the conservation of the energy ux when IG waves slow down
in decreasing water depths, also referred to as Green' s Law), h−1/4 and the
equilibrium solution of Longuet-Higgins and Stewart (1962) (h−5/2 ). Laboratory observations show this phase shift to be frequency dependent, with either a
larger phase lag and consequent growth of the lowest (De Bakker et al., 2013) or
highest (Battjes et al., 2004) IG frequencies, the reason for these contradictory
ndings being as yet unclear. Battjes et al. (2004) established that this bound
wave shoaling mechanism is dominant under a mild slope regime, which occurs
when the normalized bed slope parameter βb (see eq. 2) is typically below 0.3.

hx
βb =
ω

r

g
h

(2)

In this equation, hx is the bed slope, ω is the angular frequency, g is the
gravitational acceleration, and h is the depth at the mean breakpoint position.
For typically βb ≥ 1, a steep-slope regime prevails and the growth of IG waves
due to this rst mechanism is weak while the breakpoint mechanism becomes
dominant (see section 2.2).

The depth-limited breaking of the individual short waves leaves to a shorward
reduction in the wave-group envelope. As they are no longer bound to the group,
IG waves are released and propagate as free waves (e.g. Masselink, 1995; Janssen
et al., 2003; Battjes et al., 2004). Based on several laboratory datasets, Baldock
(2012) questioned this simple release mechanism and proposed that it is only
valid if the short waves are in the shallow water regime around the breakpoint
14

(i.e. kh < 0.3). Conversely, Baldock (2012) proposed that the long bound wave
may suer a substantial dissipation when the short-wave breaking commences in
intermediate water depth, which rather occurs under short-period waves and/or
storm conditions.

2.2. Moving breakpoint
In addition to the creation of a bound wave, the groupiness of the incident
short waves also causes the position of the short-wave breakpoint to vary in time
on the timescale of the wave groups, as the higher short waves break further oshore than the lower ones. The time-variation of the breakpoint position causes
a time-variation of the radiation stress gradient in the zone of initial breaking,
which is balanced by a time-variation of the wave setup.

The rst analytical approach to study this breakpoint mechanism and the
related infragravity wave dynamics was performed by Symonds et al. (1982),
who considered the depth-integrated, linearized shallow water equations for the
ow averaged over the incident short wave period, with a breakpoint position
assumed to vary sinusoidally in time. This approach was restricted to normallyincident waves on a beach with a constant slope, and used a constant short wave
height-to-water depth ratio γb = Hb /h (the so-called “breaking index”), where

Hb and h are respectively the short wave height and the water depth at initial
breaking. Fig. 3 shows a schematic representation of the cross-shore variation
of the minimum, mean and maximum wave height related to the incident wave
groups, as well as the associated (steady state) setup modulation. According
15

to this approach, the wave groupiness should vanish in the surf zone. However, List (1991) showed that wave groups can in fact persist into the surf zone.
When focusing only on the free wave solutions resulting from the breaking of
the incoming waves (i.e. neglecting the forced bound wave outside the surf zone
in the equations) and considering that there is a substantial shoreline reection,
Symonds et al. (1982) found that a standing infragravity wave forms shoreward
of the breaking zone while an outgoing progressive infragravity wave exists seaward of this forcing region. Since free infragravity waves are radiated away from
the breaking zone in both the onshore and oshore direction, the resultant outgoing wave outside the surf zone is the sum of the seaward radiated wave and
the initially shoreward radiated wave once reected at the shore. Therefore,
the amplitude of this resultant infragravity wave depends on the relative phase
between the two free waves propagating seaward.

Figure 3: Schematic representation of the cross-shore variation of the minimum, mean and
maximum short wave height, with the associated steady state setup through the surf zone.
x1 and x2 are the minimum and maximum positions of the breakpoint, and h is the water
depth. (Figure reproduced from Symonds et al. (1982).)
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Later on, a more comprehensive approach was proposed by Schäer (1993)
who included a forcing term in the depth-integrated, linearized shallow water equations, thus taking into account the incident bound wave in the solution
along the cross-shore direction. Moreover, the breakpoint mechanism is handled
in this study with an hybrid method combining the approach of Symonds et al.
(1982) with a treatment of the breakpoint position that allows the propagation
of the wave groupiness into the surf zone. The resulting solution corresponding
to the infragravity wave at the group frequency shows a gradual change from
a standing wave at the shoreline to a seaward progressive wave oshore of the
breaking zone. This result is generally in agreement with the results of Symonds
et al. (1982), except that the nature of the infragravity wave changes more gradually between the two sides of the breaking zone because the equations account
for the forced bound wave. This study also conrmed the roughly linear dependence between the infragravity wave amplitude at the shoreline and the oshore
short-wave amplitude initially observed by Munk (1949) and Tucker (1950), and
then by Guza and Thornton (1982, 1985).

The generation of free infragravity waves through this moving breakpoint
mechanism has been partly conrmed by laboratory data (e.g. Baldock and
Huntley, 2002), and by eld experiments conducted on a sandy barred beach
(Contardo and Symonds, 2013) and on a fringing coral reef (Pomeroy et al.,
2012). As mentioned in the previous section, the relative importance of bound
waves and breakpoint-generated waves was studied in more detail by Battjes
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et al. (2004) who concluded that the breakpoint forcing is expected to be dominant on steeper slopes (i.e. typically βb ≥ 1), while the bound wave shoaling
mechanism (see section 2.1) should be more important on milder slopes (i.e.
typically βb <
∼ 0.3). This is in agreement with List (1992), Van Dongeren et al.
(2002) and De Bakker et al. (2015b), who found that the bound wave appears
only weakly enhanced on a relatively steep slope because of ineective, timelimited energy transfer from the short waves to the IG wave during shoaling.
Baldock and Huntley (2002) proposed that the relative importance of the breakpoint mechanism may be greater for storm conditions (i.e. steep incident shortperiod waves), than for to milder long-period swell waves.

2.3. Bore merging
After breaking, short waves reorganize themselves in the inner surf zone
into bores (breaking wave front, resembling to a hydraulic jump). For random
wave elds, the dierence in celerity between consecutive bores, which will be
explained below, can lead to the conuence of the wave fronts. When the inner
surf zone is large enough, a bore can overtake the bore ahead and merge together
into a single wave front (see Fig. 4). This nonlinear process leads to an increase
in the wave period in the surf zone, and as such contributes to an energy transfer
from short wave frequencies to IG wave frequencies.
Bore merging was commonly observed in the eld (Huntley and Bowen, 1975,
1974; Bradshaw, 1980; Sénéchal et al., 2001b), but very few studies have analysed this phenomenon in detail. Early eld observations (Huntley and Bowen,
18

1975, 1974; Bradshaw, 1980) suggested that bore merging occurs more frequently
in the surf zone of gently sloping beaches than on steeper beaches. This slope
dependence was conrmed in the laboratory by Mase and Iwagaki (1984), who
calculated the ratio of the number of wave crests running-up the beach to the
number of incident wave crests for a series of irregular wave experiments. They
showed that the number of waves running-up at the beach decreases as the surf
similarity parameter (Iribarren and Nogales, 1949) decreases, i.e. they observed
a stronger frequency down-shift on gently sloping dissipative beaches (see also
Mase, 1989). The work of Sénéchal et al. (2001a,b) is one of the few attempts
to quantify the modication of the wave eld associated to bore merging in a
natural surf zone. They observed a signicant increase of the mean period in
the inner surf zone of their gently sloping beach (+30% at their shallowest location). The longest waves recorded by Sénéchal et al. (2001a) in the inner surf
zone had periods greater than two times the mean oshore period, and were
within the IG wave band. This suggests that, for these wave conditions, bore
merging leads to a weak increase of the energy in the IG-frequency band.
Bore merging is generally associated with the phenomenon of amplitude
dispersion, i.e. the fact that larger bores propagate faster and will eventually
catch up with the smaller ones if they are given enough time (e.g., Sénéchal et al.,
2001a; Brocchini and Baldock, 2008). Over a gently sloping beach, however,
wave grouping is expected to decrease due to breaking over the wide surf zone,
and additional mechanisms may play a signicant role. Based on the analysis
of several laboratory datasets, Van Dongeren et al. (2007) and Tissier et al.
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Figure 4: Modelled (thick blue lines) and measured (thin black lines) surface elevation timeseries at dierent locations within the surf zone (still water depth varying between d = 7.4 cm
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(2015) suggested that IG waves could be important for bore merging. More
specically, Tissier et al. (2015) showed that the intra-wave variability in celerity
observed in their laboratory surf zone could largely be explained by the IG-wave
induced modulation of the water level and velocity eld (waves riding on the IG
wave crests propagate faster than those riding on the IG wave troughs, see also
Fig. 4a). Moreover, they found that the location at which bores start merging
correlates with the relative IG wave height.
In the surf zone of gently sloping beaches, frequency-dispersion is weak and
wave dynamics can be well described by the nonlinear shallow water equation
(hereafter NSWE) (e.g., Hibberd and Peregrine, 1979; Bonneton, 2007). Following the concept of weak-solution (Whitham, 1974), the broken-wave fronts
can be approximated by discontinuities or shocks. For non-periodic wave forcing, shocks propagate with dierent celerities. This is due to both the shock
strength variability (i.e. amplitude dispersion) and, as discussed above, to the
presence of IG waves. A high-celerity shock can overtake the shock ahead and
coalesce into a single shock (Peregrine, 1974). Numerical non-linear shallow water equations (hereafter NSWE) simulations based on shock-capturing schemes
show that this theoretical framework gives good results in comparison with both
eld data (Bonneton and Dupuis, 2001) and laboratory data (see Fig. 4).
Field and laboratory observations clearly show that bore merging is an ubiquitous phenomenon in the inner surf zone of gentle dissipative beaches. This
nonlinear process induces a reduction of wave frequency across the surf zone
and thus participates in an energy transfer from short waves to low frequency
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waves. However, this process seem to be a less dominant mechanism for IG
wave generation (see Tissier et al., 2017) compared to the bound wave and the
moving breakpoint discussed above. Bore conuence and subsequent merging
are strongly inuenced by the IG wave eld generated outside the inner surf
zone. The strong non-linear interactions between localized wave fronts and IG
waves and their consequences in terms of spectral representation are not fully
understood and should be more closely examined.

3. Propagation and transformation
3.1. Energy transfers
Several eld and numerical modeling studies have observed that during propagation towards the shore, IG waves exchange energy not only with the shortwave band but also within the IG frequency band itself (Thomson et al., 2006;
Henderson et al., 2006; Ruju et al., 2012; Guedes et al., 2013; De Bakker et al.,
2015b; Fiedler et al., 2015). On steep beaches or in the outer surf zone of mild
sloping beaches, IG wave heights are relatively small compared to the short-wave
heights. Here, IG waves interact with the short waves (particularly around the
energy spectral peak), and the energy at IG frequencies is spread to a wide range
of high frequencies (Ruju et al., 2012; De Bakker et al., 2015b). On the contrary,
on gently sloping beaches, IG waves are relatively more important compared to
short waves and are interacting predominantly with themselves, thereby creating
higher IG harmonics and inducing the IG wave shape to change to asymmetric.
To illustrate these energy transfer trends, the imaginary part of the bispectra of
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Figure 5: Imaginary part of the bispectrum in m3 (x 10−6 ) of the incoming wave signal (η+ )
for a narrow-banded wave condition over (a) a 1:20 slope and (b) a 1:50 slope in a water depth
h of 5 cm (equal to h = 1 m in the eld) for values where b2 > b95% . Dashed lines indicate
the spectral peak (f = 0.44 Hz) and its higher harmonics and the solid lines correspond to
the frequency cuto between IG waves and short waves. After: De Bakker et al. (2015b)

wave eld simulations over both a steep and a mild slope are shown in Fig. 5.
Colors indicate direction of the energy transfers, and color intensity is a proxy
of the magnitude of the energy transfers. Positive values at Bf1 ,f2 indicate a
transfer from f1 and f2 to f3 , the sum frequency. Negative values indicate a
transfer from f3 to both f1 and f2 . For an introduction to bispectral analysis
please see Appendix B. On the steep slope, two interaction patterns dominate
during the decrease in IG-wave energy (Fig. 5a).
One is the negative band ranging from about B (0.22,0.22) to B (0.44,0),
where energy is transferred from the spectral peak to frequencies lower than the
spectral peak, including IG frequencies. The other is a positive band ranging
from B (0.44,0) to B (0,44,0.44) where energy is transferred to frequencies higher
than the spectral peak by interactions between the spectral peak and frequencies lower than the spectral peak, including IG frequencies. The positive band
ranging from B (0.44,0) to B (0,44,0.44) in the bispectra (Fig. 5a) dominates
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over the negative band ranging from about B (0.22,0.22) to B (0.44,0), leading
to IG wave energy decrease. On the contrary, in the surf zone of gently sloping
beaches, or in the inner surf zone of mild sloping beaches, interactions involving
short wave frequencies have already disappeared entirely and the wave eld is
dominated by IG wave energy. Here, the bispectrum is dominated by IG-IG
interactions (Fig. 5b), leading to the development of IG harmonics, and the
steepening of the IG wave close to shore (see section 3.2).

3.2. Dissipation
Since the late 1990s, several eld (e.g., Ruessink, 1998a; Sheremet et al.,
2002; Henderson et al., 2006; Guedes et al., 2013; De Bakker et al., 2014;
Inch et al., 2017a; Fiedler et al., 2015), laboratory (e.g., Battjes et al., 2004;
Van Dongeren et al., 2007; De Bakker et al., 2015a) and numerical modeling
(e.g., Van Dongeren et al., 2007; Ruju et al., 2012; De Bakker et al., 2015b)
studies have observed that IG-wave energy may decrease considerably near the
shoreline. Research conducted in the swash zone also observed energy dissipation at IG frequencies, as swash excursion did not increase with more energetic
oshore wave conditions, indicating saturation (e.g., Ruessink et al., 1998b; Ruggiero et al., 2004; Sénéchal et al., 2011; Fiedler et al., 2015). The rst study that
attempted to explain the source of IG wave energy loss proposed bottom friction
as the dominant dissipation mechanism (Henderson and Bowen, 2002). Later
studies showed that bottom friction is too low on sandy beaches to account for
large IG wave energy losses, and is therefore now considered only as a secondary
dissipation mechanism (Henderson et al., 2006; Van Dongeren et al., 2007; Lin
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and Hwung, 2012; Van Dongeren et al., 2013; De Bakker et al., 2014). On the
contrary, for coral reefs, where the friction coecient is one order of magnitude larger (cf ≈ 0.02-0.05) than on sandy beaches, bottom friction is currently
considered as the main cause for IG-wave energy loss (Pomeroy et al., 2012;
Van Dongeren et al., 2013). It is now clear that, on sandy beaches, part of the
energy loss at IG frequencies is not directly dissipated, but is transferred away
from the IG band. On rather steep slopes, it is transferred back to short wave
frequencies, whereas on gentle slopes it is transferred to higher IG harmonics, of
which a part may reach into the short-wave band (see section 3.1). The development of IG harmonics leads to wave shape change to skewed (peaked wave crests
and longer wave troughs) and asymmetric (saw-tooth shaped), and leads to the
steepening of the IG wave. Laboratory and eld observations on gently sloping
beaches (1:35-1:80) observe this wave shape change and identify particularly
strong dissipation close to the shoreline, suggesting breaking as the dominant
dissipation mechanism (Battjes et al., 2004; Van Dongeren et al., 2007; Lin and
Hwung, 2012; De Bakker et al., 2014, 2015a). This phenomenon is supported
by observations of bore-like IG waves in laboratory experiments of Nazaka and
Hino (1991) and Van Dongeren et al. (2007), and numerical modelling by Ruju
et al. (2012) and De Bakker et al. (2015b).

3.3. Reection
Any variation of the properties of the medium in which waves propagate,
such as the currents or the water depth, will cause partial wave reections.
These partial reections become signicant when the variations of the medium
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properties are large for the representative wavelength, which is particularly true
for IG waves in coastal waters. The interaction between the incident and the
reected waves give rise to a standing (or stationary) wave pattern, which, for
a normally incident monochromatic wave, can be expressed as:

η(x, t) = ηi (x, t) + ηr (x, t) = ai sin(ωt − kx) + ar sin(ωt + kx)

(3)

where ai and ar correspond to the amplitudes of the incident and reected
waves, respectively. If 100% of the incoming wave energy is reected (such as
against a vertical wall), ai = ar = a and

η(x, t) = 2a sin(kx) cos(ωt)

(4)

which corresponds to a standing wave of amplitude 2a with nodes at locations

x = (1/4)λ + (n/2)λ (where n is an integer) and antinodes at locations x =
(n/2)λ. When the reection is not total (R = ar /ai < 1), the resulting wave
is a partially standing wave, which can be written as the sum of a progressive
wave and a fully standing wave:

η(x, t) = (ai − ar ) sin(ωt − kx) + 2ar cos(kx) sin(ωt)

(5)

The pioneering work of Tucker (1950) on IG waves (which they referred to
as "surfbeat" at that time) was probably the rst to mention the reection of
IG waves at the coast. Several studies followed (e.g. Suhayda, 1974; Huntley
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et al., 1981) and demonstrated that IG waves were predominantly standing in
the cross-shore direction. The seminal study by Guza and Thornton (1985) was
one of the rst to indicate the frequency dependence of IG wave reection, with
standing waves at f < 0.03 Hz but an increasingly progressive wave pattern for
higher frequencies, with R ≈ 0.5. Elgar et al. (1994) analysed measurements
from an array of bottom-mounted pressure sensors in 13 m water depth, 2 km
o Duck beach, North Carolina, where the beach slope varies between 0.05 and
0.14, depending on the tidal stage. Seaward of the surf zone, the measured ratios
of seaward to shoreward IG wave energy (R2 ) were between 0.5-3.0, indicating
that IG waves were gaining energy in the surf zone, before being reected from
the steep beach face. They also demonstrated that R2 increased with oshore
swell energy. Using collocated pressure and velocity sensors deployed between
1-6 m water depth over a gently sloping beach, Sheremet et al. (2002) decomposed the IG wave eld into shoreward and seaward propagating components.
They showed that the cross-shore seaward energy ux was locally larger than
the shoreward energy ux, with cross-shore variation of R2 ranging from 0.4
to 1.5. At the shoreline, a R2 close to one indicated strong IG wave reection.
Tidal modulation of R2 outside of the surf zone was reported by Okihiro and
Guza (1995), with higher reection occurring at high tide when the beach slope
was steeper. More recently, however, a study by Thomson et al. (2006) observed
almost full shoreline reection at both high and low tides. These authors attributed tidal modulation of the reected IG energy ux oshore to surf zone
modulation of the incident energy ux. Henderson et al. (2000) investigated
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the frequency dependant cross-shore IG wave pattern further by performing a
frequency-domain EOF (Empirical Orthogonal Functions) analysis of the pressure uctuations in the IG band. They observed a clear nodal structure at the
lowest IG frequencies with phase jumps of ±180◦ at the nodes, typical of crossshore standing waves and strong reection. In contrast, higher IG frequencies
displayed partial standing or progressive wave patterns along with an approximately linear, shoreward increase in phase dierence. While Henderson et al.
(2000) did not investigate the mechanism responsible for the stronger dissipation of higher frequency IG waves, it is likely that this behavior is related to
depth-induced breaking, as explained in section 3.2
These results were recently corroborated by De Bakker et al. (2014) who
analysed near-bed pressure and velocity measurements on a 1:80 and a 1:30
sloping beaches in The Netherlands.
Laboratory observations from Battjes et al. (2004) showed that the heights
of the incident and reected low frequency IG waves were approximately equal,
indicating almost full shoreline reection, whereas the reected wave height of
higher frequency IG waves was around one third of the incident wave height.
They attributed these lower R (the ratio between the outgoing and incoming
IG wave height) values to the breaking of the higher-frequency subharmonic
waves (see section 3.2). In order to quantify the conditions where reection was
prevailing, these authors dened another normalized bed slope parameter, βH ,
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dened as

βH

hx
=
ω

r

g
,
H

(6)

where, unlike in equation (2), H corresponds to the height of the incoming
IG wave. According to the same authors, the prevalence of IG wave reection is
controlled by βH , where large reection occurs under a steep slope regime (βH >
1) while lower reection occurs under a mild slope regime (βH < 1). A follow up
study by Van Dongeren et al. (2007) based on bichromatic wave experiments and
numerical modelling (Delft3D-Surfbeat model, (Roelvink, 1993)) showed that
the frequency dependant reection coecient R at the shoreline was related to

βH (Equation 6) with a transition at βH ≈ 1.25, above which R ≈ 1 (steepsloping regime) and, below which wave breaking yielded lower R values (mildsloping regime, see section 3.2) (Fig.6). These results were corroborated by
Ruju et al. (2012), who used the phase-resolving Reynolds Averaged Navier
Stokes model IH-2VOF (Lara et al., 2010) to investigate the low-frequency
energy balance in the surf zone for bottom slopes ranging between 1:20 and
1:30.
However, several eld experiments (e.g. De Bakker et al., 2014; Inch et al.,
2017a) suggested that the transition between steep slope and mild slope regimes
occurs for substantially larger βH , typically around 3. The dierent transition
values found by these authors are likely due to the cross-shore locations chosen
to compute the shoreline reection coecient. Indeed, De Bakker et al. (2014)
and Inch et al. (2017a) estimated R within the inner surf zone rather than at
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the shoreline, since measurements on the edge of the swash zone are almost
impossible to collect in the eld, especially when using an array of pressure
sensors to estimate reection. Also, Van Dongeren et al. (2007) used laboratory bichromatic wave experiments, where the transition region is expected to
be stable, whereas De Bakker et al. (2014) and Inch et al. (2017a) investigated
natural beaches under irregular wave elds, where the transition region is expected to vary in space and time. De Bakker et al. (2013, 2014) observed bulk
squared IG reection coecients R2 ≈ 0.1 at the shoreline of a low-sloping laboratory beach with random wave conditions. EOF analysis of the IG sea-surface
elevations demonstrated a well-developed standing wave pattern at low IG frequencies, corresponding to R2 ≈ 0.5, whereas high frequency IG waves were
predominantly onshore progressive.
Rijnsdorp et al. (2015) applied the phase-resolving wave model SWASH (Zijlema et al., 2011) to a natural beach and showed that SWASH tends to underpredict the IG reection coecient, but still revealed its frequency dependent
behaviour with near-zero (respectively near-perfect) reection for high (respectively low) frequency IG waves.
Finally, Inch et al. (2017b) showed that any uncorrelated signal in sensor
arrays (see Appendix A) can lead to an overestimate of the correlation coecient. Although correctable, this potential bias in R has not been accounted for
in many prior studies.
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3.4. Edge waves
The reection of infragravity waves at the shoreline, described in section
3.3, can lead to refractively trapped motions which could turn into periodic
alongshore-travelling patterns, also referred to as edge waves. Edge waves are
freely propagating, alongshore periodic waves that are trapped to the coast on
one side by reection from the shoreline and on the other side by refraction over a
sloping bathymetry. Leaky waves represent the companion to edge waves but do
not return to the coast by refraction; instead, they escape to deep water. While
edge waves are standing in the cross-shore direction, their alongshore behaviour
is usually progressive. Early models of edge wave formation date back to Stokes
(1846) and Eckart (1951), with several further renements provided in more
recent years. The mechanism leading to the appearance of edge waves is related
to a weakly resonant transfer of energy from reected incident waves on a planar
beach to edge wave perturbations. On a planar beach with slope β a discrete
number of edge wave modes can exist, satisfying the dispersion relation (Eckart,
1951):

σe = gke2 sin (2n + 1) tan β,

(7)

where σe and ke are the radian frequency and alongshore wave number of the
edge waves, g is gravitational acceleration, and n is the edge modal number,
which corresponds to the number of zero-crossings (nodes) in the cross-shore
direction before the nal amplitude decay at the turning point. Mode 0 edge
waves (n = 0) have, for a given Te , the largest alongshore wave number. With
an increase in n, the wave number decreases (i.e., the alongshore wave length
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increases) up to point where ke = σe2 /g , the deep-water wave number. The edge
wave mode that satises this relation is called the cut-o mode. For k < σ 2 /g
a continuum of leaky waves exists. Edge waves have their largest amplitude at
the shoreline and a cross-shore amplitude function Φn (x) that on a planar beach
with slope β reads

Φn (x) = e−ke x Ln (ke x) ,

(8)

where Ln is the Laguerre polynomial of order n. Analytical expressions for

Φn (x) also exist for an exponential beach prole, but numerical approaches must
be used for more complex beach proles (Holman and Bowen, 1979). Solutions
for such beach proles are generally remarkably dierent from the analytical
expressions for similarly sloping linear beaches, highlighting the profound eect
of, for example, sandbars and troughs on cross-shore edge-wave structure.
Observations indicate that steep and gently sloping beaches have dierent edgewave periods. On steep, reective beaches, two types of edge waves are considered likely to develop: synchronous and subharmonic, with periods the same or
double the period of the incident wave eld, respectively, and accordingly, these
edge waves are not necessarily in the IG frequency band. In line with theoretical ndings, laboratory experiments conducted under normally approaching
monochromatic waves have conclusively shown that subharmonics of mode 0
are the most easily excited edge wave mode (Guza and Davis, 1974). On more
gently sloping beaches, wave breaking is suciently strong to dampen the abovementioned resonant transfer and, as a result, synchronous and subharmonic edge
waves do not form. Instead, edge waves have substantially larger periods than
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the incident waves. These IG edge waves are likely the result of the bound
long wave, generated as explained in Section 2.1. As pointed out by Herbers
et al. (1994), a pair of short-wave components with frequencies and vector wave
numbers (f1 , k1 ) and (f2 , k2 ), where f2 > f1 , excite a secondary bound wave
with dierence frequency and vector wave number (f2 − f1 , k2 − k1 ). During
release, the wave number of vector of the free IG waves equals the dierence
in vector wave numbers of the two forcing waves. Because |k2 − k1 | is much
smaller than k1 and k2 , even moderate obliquity in the short waves already
results in large IG propagation angles with respect to the shoreline. Consistent
with observations, the IG wave eld is thus directionally far broader than is the
incident wave eld. This also implies that, especially on gently sloping wide
shorefaces and shelves, the vast majority of IG motions will become edge rather
than leaky waves (Herbers et al., 1995).
IG edge waves are ubiquitous in the surf and swash zones of gently sloping
beaches, and their characteristics have been studied extensively using alongshore arrays of current meters or videoed swash motions (e.g., Oltman-Shay
and Guza, 1987; Howd and Holman, 1991; Oltman-Shay and Howd, 1993; Holland and Holman, 1999). The data are generally computed into frequencyalongshore wavenumber (f − ky ) spectra, which reveal concentrations of energy
aligning with edge-wave dispersion lines for various n. For situations with approximately shore-normal incident waves, IG waves progress about equally in
both directions along the coast, resulting in alongshore standing motions without alongshore reectors. Considerable asymmetry in up- and downcoast edge
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waves arises in the case of obliquely incident waves. In the case of pocket
beaches where lateral boundaries can induce strong reection, edge waves are
generally alongshore standing (Özkan-Haller et al., 2001). The breaking-induced
alongshore currents also distort the dispersion curves and cross-shore amplitude
function of the edge waves (Howd et al., 1992; Oltman-Shay and Howd, 1993).
In particular, ke increases (i.e., shorter wave lengths) and the nodal structure
shifts landward for edge waves opposing the current, while the opposite happens
for edge waves propagating with the current. Howd et al. (1992) modelled these
eects by modifying the bottom prole into an eective prole, that is, the prole as felt by edge waves in the presence of the current. Finally, f − ky spectra
computed from eld (Bryan et al., 1998) and model (e.g., Rijnsdorp et al., 2015)
data in the presence of sandbars reveal edge waves that are refractively trapped
on the sandbar. These bar-trapped modes can arise when the edge-wave phase
speed is between

√

ghbar and

p

ghtrough , where hbar and htrough are the eec-

tive water depth at the bar and in the trough, respectively. In Rijnsdorp et al.
(2015)'s modelling study, the bar-trapped modes contributed up to 50% of total IG variance atop an approximately 3-m high outer bar during mild-wave
conditions, but contributed substantially less during storm conditions with signicant wave breaking on the bar. Bar-trapped modes were not predicted for
the substantially less pronounced inner bar.
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4. Impacts
4.1. Sandy beaches and dunes
4.1.1. Rip currents
Rip currents are spatially-concentrated seaward ows that extend from close
to the shoreline, through the surf zone, and decay with oshore distance (MacMahan et al., 2006; Dalrymple et al., 2011; Castelle et al., 2016b), which are ubiquitous along wave-exposed coasts. They have been studied for almost a century (Davis, 1925), notably because they are a key driver for the transport and
cross-shore mixing of sediment, heat, pollutants, nutrients and biological species
(Talbot and Bate, 1987; Shanks et al., 2010; Sinnett and Feddersen, 2014) and
because they represent an important coastal hazard. For instance, during severe
storms they can drive localised beach and dune erosion (Thornton et al., 2007;
Loureiro et al., 2012; Castelle et al., 2015; McCarroll et al., 2014). More recently,
rip currents have been of both scientic and societal interest because they are
now acknowledged to be the leading deadly hazard to recreational beach users
with hundreds of drowning deaths and tens of thousands of rescues per year on
beaches worldwide (e.g. Gensini and Ashley, 2009; Brewster, 2010; Arozarena
et al., 2015; Castelle et al., 2016a).
Although IG waves may not fundamentally drive rip current formation, for
some time they appeared as a relevant candidate to explain the presence of rip
currents. Bowen (1969) and Symonds and Ranasinghe (2000) demonstrated that
interactions between the short-wave groups and synchronous standing IG edge
waves (section 3.4) could force rip currents. In the former paper, the mechanism
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is that the alongshore variation in total water levels would lead to an alongshore
variation of wave heights, and thus in setup, and rip current would occur at the
minimum of the setup. In the latter paper, the assumption of alongshore variation of the wave heights and the setup was released and a mechanism presented
in which the slow alongshore modulation of the water levels could force rip currents. However, rip currents are part of the nearshore circulation caused by the
action of breaking short waves, and their development does not theoretically
require the presence of IG waves. Rip currents on natural beaches show a considerable variability in terms of occurrence and location along the beach, owing
to the variability of driving mechanisms (see Castelle et al., 2016b, for a review).
Rip currents are generally caused by the alongshore variability of breaking wave
height, which can arise from a number of causes, such as wave energy focusing enforced by oshore wave refraction (Long and Ozkan-Haller, 2005). Other
mechanisms were also proposed, such as shear instability of the longshore current (Ozkan-Haller and Kirby, 1999), deection of the longshore current against
an obstacle (Castelle and Coco, 2013) and vorticity injected with the passage of
individual breaking waves evolving into migrating surf-zone eddies (Feddersen,
2014). Since it is not possible to elaborate on the inuence of IG waves on all
rip types, we focus here on bathymetrically-controlled rip currents, which are
driven by the alongshore variation in depth-induced wave dissipation. This type
is the most common worldwide, together with rips controlled by headlands and
coastal structures, and are found along oceanic, sea and lacustrine coasts.
IG waves aect the temporal behaviour of rip currents (e.g. Sembiring et al.,
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Figure 7: Numerical modelling of wave-driven currents and passive drifter evolution at the ripchannelled beach of Biscarrosse, SW France (Bruneau et al., 2014) for summer wave conditions
(Hs = 1m, Tp = 10 s, shore-normal incidence) at a tidal level maximizing rip current activity
(see for more detail on the modelling strategy in Castelle et al., 2016a). (a,c) Mean ow
patterns with the colour bar and the blue box indicate velocity in m/s and the location of the
initially seeded passive drifters, respectively. (b,d) Drifters (black bubbles) after 20 minutes
of simulations. Left-hand and right-hand panels are without and with wave-group-forced IG
motions, respectively.

2016). Many eld studies showed that rip ow kinematics can be partitioned
into mean, IG (25 - 250 s) and very low frequency (4 - 30 min, VLF) components, with the tide further modulating rip ow velocity (e.g. MacMahan et al.,
2006; Austin et al., 2010; Bruneau et al., 2014). MacMahan et al. (2004) used
eld data to show that rip current pulsations at IG frequencies are linked to
standing IG motions but not to the ponding and subsequent release of water
by wave group pumping. This stimulated the development of nearshore models
addressing wave-driven currents at the scale of wave groups (e.g. Reniers et al.,
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2004; Roelvink et al., 2009), which were found to explain up to 80% of the IG
wave height and 70% of the IG velocities observed on a rip-channelled beach
(Reniers et al., 2006). Rip current pulsing and resulting eddies detaching from
the rip were found to be an important exit mechanism of oating material from
the surf zone towards the inner shelf (Reniers et al., 2009). Accordingly, IG
waves do not aect mean rip ow patterns but strongly inuence cross-shore
and alongshore mixing (Fig. 7).

4.1.2. Ground water dynamics
Darcy's law states that, in isotropic porous media, water ows in the direction of decreasing potential (Darcy, 1856). This implies that any pressure
gradient within a porous soil will induce a groundwater ow. In the context
of sedimentary beaches, the key soil properties aecting the groundwater circulation are the hydraulic conductivity and the saturation, whereas in fractured
rocks or reef environments, tortuosity and specic surface (Guyon et al., 2015)
should also be taken into account. For the sake of simplicity, only the former
case will be considered in this section.
In the permanently submerged zone, extending from deep water to the end of
the inner surf zone, IG waves impact the groundwater dynamics mainly through:
(i) the uctuations of pressure at the sea bed interface driven by the IG content, and (ii) the structure of the porous soil (possibly evolving through time).
The former can be computed using, e.g., linear wave theory while the latter
can be estimated from some soil properties (porosity, saturation, compaction,
depth of the porous layer, etc) using models of pore-pressure transmission in
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homogeneous soils (Sakai et al., 1992). In the context of sedimentary beaches,
poro-elastic soil theories reveal the importance of encapsulated gas in the sand,
even for the small gas contents (a few percent) observed in the supercial layer
(0.5 − 1m) of intertidal sands (Bonjean et al., 2004). Pressure waves applied
on the sea bed are both attenuated and phase shifted when propagating within
the soil, which induces the development of vertical pressure gradients (Michallet
et al., 2009). These processes are strongly dependent on wave frequency: the
longer the wave, the stronger the groundwater pressure oscillation. This effect is quantied, among others, in poro-elastic soil models (Sakai et al., 1992).
The related cyclic vertical ows, upward exltration under the wave trough and
downward inltration under the crest, are at most of the order of 0.01 mm/s for
typical surf zone IG waves. Horizontal groundwater ows associated with free
surface gradients of IG waves are two to three orders of magnitude smaller.
A much more substantial IG wave impact is expected around the beachface.
Subterranean uxes through sandy beaches have recently been the focus of an
increasing interest due to their implication in the exchanges of fresh/salt water
between ocean, coastal aquifers and lagoons (Burnett et al., 2006; Geng and
Boufadel, 2015), the transport of nutrients or pollutants (Anschutz et al., 2009;
Sawyer et al., 2014) and biogeochemical processes (McAllister et al., 2015). The
eect of IG waves on groundwater dynamics is more important on sandy dissipative beaches, where IG waves usually dominate the dynamics. A rst important
parameter is the degree of saturation of the beach. While the sand bed in the
lower part of the swash zone is expected to be permanently saturated, large
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Figure 8: Groundwater pressure head and velocity elds during uprush (top plot) and backwash (bottom plot) phases of an IG-driven swash event measured during the Rousty1412 eld
campaign in the Rousty beach (Camargue, France). The blue solid line indicates the free
surface elevation measured by terrestrial LiDAR while the solid black line indicates the sand
bed. Each white circle within the sand soil corresponds to a buried pressure sensor (5Hz
acquisition frequency). Color contours indicate the groundwater head eld, interpolated from
measurements at each sensor. Vectors are groundwater velocities calculated from the head
eld using the Darcy's law.

IG-driven uprush events can reach unsaturated areas of the beach face, particularly during the rising phase of the tide and during storm surges. Complex
dynamics develop under the beachface with asymmetric pressure uctuations
in the capillary fringe (Turner and Nielsen, 1997; Cartwright et al., 2006) and
a hump-shaped watertable (Turner et al., 1997; Sous et al., 2013). However,
due to the diculty of performing direct and non-intrusive measurements in
the sand soil, the characterization of pressure and saturation features within
the vadose zone (located between the watertable and the beachface) remains a
challenge and an active eld of research (Horn, 2006; Heiss et al., 2015).
Inside the saturated part of the swash zone groundwater, periodic circulations are observed: exltration under the incoming uprush bore toe, inltration
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during backwash. This pattern has been observed both for short wave driven
swash (Li and Barry, 2000; Bakhtyar et al., 2011) and in the eld for IG wavedominated swash zone (Sous et al., 2016). The resulting time-averaged ow
is a seaward groundwater circulation cell, with exltration/inltration at the
base/top of the swash zone (Turner et al., 2015; Sous et al., 2016). This ow
pattern is illustrated on Fig. 8, which shows the measured groundwater head
eld and the resulting computed velocities driven by an IG wave event at the
Rousty microtidal beach (SE France). Such circulation patterns are expected to
be of great importance for mixing and exchange processes between ocean and
beach aquifer. In the case of sandy beaches, the inland back-barrier watertable
uctuations (or related beach drainage systems) play a weak role on the swash
groundwater dynamics (Turner et al., 2015). The possible eect of groundwater
ows on bed stability and sediment transport has been an active eld of research
over the last decades to better understand the problem of swash zone morphodynamics (Turner and Masselink, 1998; Butt et al., 2001; Karambas, 2003). In
the case of sandy beaches, seepage (in/exltration through the bed) velocities
of about 0.1mm/s are only able to aect a few percents of the relative sediment
weight, so that the eect of through-bed ows is expected to be rather small
compared to swash hydrodynamics (shear stress, turbulence, sediment load advected from the surf zone) and larger-scale morphodynamic processes. Further
inland, the propagation of IG waves is rapidly damped by the low-pass ltering
eect of the sandy beach (Nielsen, 1990; Turner, 1998).
On reective gravel beaches, the eect of IG waves on beach groundwater
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dynamics is expected to be much weaker than that of gravity waves because the
swash zone is mostly governed by swell and wind waves. However, compared to
sandy beaches, swash inltration occurs more rapidly (Steenhauer et al., 2011)
leading to a net volume loss and a modication of the boundary layer structure
(Butt et al., 2001). Finally, uxes through the beachface are also more sensitive
to inland watertable uctuations (Lee et al., 2007; Turner and Masselink, 2012).

4.1.3. Runup and overwash/overtopping
Wave run-up, dened as the set of maxima of the time-varying waterline
elevation above the still water level, is the combined result of wave set-up in
the surf zone and variance in the swash zone (i.e., wave uprush and backwash,
Holman and Sallenger, 1985; Stockdon et al., 2006). On dissipative beaches,
wave runup is dominated by IG waves due to the saturation of the short-wave
incident-band in the surf-zone (Guza and Thornton, 1982) and IG-band dominance at the seaward edge of the swash zone (e.g., Guza et al., 1984; Holman
and Sallenger, 1985; Raubenheimer et al., 1996; Ruessink et al., 1998a; Ruggiero
et al., 2001). Similarly, wave run-up on coasts fronted by coral reefs is often
dominated by IG swash motions due to the dominance of IG-band and other
low-frequency motions on the reef at (e.g., Seelig, 1983; Nwogu and Demirbilek, 2010; Shimozono et al., 2015; Bricker and Roeber, 2015; Cheriton et al.,
2016). However, even in cases without nearshore IG wave dominance, such as
reective sandy (e.g., Vousdoukas et al., 2012; Blenkinsopp et al., 2016) and
gravel (Almeida et al., 2015) beaches, IG swash motions may contribute substantially to wave run-up due to the saturation of the incident-band frequencies
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in the swash zone (i.e., uprush-backwash interaction between successive bores;
Mase, 1995) and the persistence of wave groupiness into the swash zone (Baldock
et al., 1997). On both dissipative and reective beaches, the contribution of the
IG-band to wave run-up is necessarily aected by the incident IG wave height
seaward of the swash, and thus by the incident-band directional and frequency
spread (Guza and Feddersen, 2012).
Overwash occurs when the run-up of individual swashes exceeds the height of
the crest of a beach or island (Matias et al., 2012) and can cause ooding of the
hinterland and erosion of coastal infrastructure. Despite the obvious societal
importance of overwash with respect to ood safety and coastline management,
relatively few studies have been carried out regarding overwash processes, and
particularly the role of IG waves during overwash events.
Baumann et al. (2017) carried out measurements of overwash on a natural
sandy dune under energetic wave conditions (Hs = 6.0m and Tp = 15s) combined with high spring tides. Fig. 9 shows that overwashes consist of bore-like
asymmetric waves with periods ranging from 70 to 100 s. Such periods correspond to IG waves and the spectral analysis of the data revealed that energy in
the short-wave band is almost nil. This strong dominance of IG waves in the
beach upper part is related to the very dissipative morphology of the beach, in
agreement with previous studies listed above.
McCall (2015) combined eld measurements with numerical modelling at a
steep, reective, gravel barrier and showed that, although the majority of overtopping events were controlled by the short-wave band motions, large overwash
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Figure 9: Time series of water depth measured to the SW of Oléron Island (France) on the
08/02/2016, showing overwash associated with IG waves with periods ranging from 70 to 100
s. Adapted from Baumann et al. (2017).

events under low-freeboard (i.e. the height dierence between the mean water
level and the crest of the barrier) conditions were related to IG wave motions.
Despite the scarcity of data, since overwash is an extension of the swash zone, it
is generally expected that IG waves play a signicant role in overwash conditions
by increasing wave run-up and lowering overwash thresholds, and increasing the
magnitude of the overwash discharge (e.g., Roelvink et al., 2009; McCall et al.,
2010).

4.1.4. Sediment transport
Due to their important contribution to the surf- and swash zone hydrodynamics, IG waves have long been thought to play an important role in the
sediment dynamics and subsequent morphological changes of sandy coasts (e.g.,
Bowen and Huntley, 1984; Wright and Short, 1984; Sallenger et al., 1985; Lippmann and Holman, 1990). The suspension and cross-shore transport of sand
by IG waves have, therefore, been investigated in many studies (e.g. Abdelrahman and Thornton, 1987; Beach and Sternberg, 1988; Roelvink and Stive, 1989;
Shibayama et al., 1991; Osborne and Greenwood, 1992; Russell, 1993; Aagaard
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and Greenwood, 1994, 1995; Ruessink et al., 2000; Smith and Mocke, 2002; Conley and Beach, 2003; Houser and Greenwood, 2005; Aagaard and Greenwood,
2008; Baldock et al., 2010; Alsina and Cáceres, 2011; Aagaard et al., 2013; Kularatne and Pattiaratchi, 2014; Pomeroy et al., 2015; De Bakker et al., 2016).
However, the diversity in beach proles and oshore wave conditions has created
contrasting observations in direction and relative importance of cross-shore IG
sand transport as well as the suspension mechanism.
Some studies observed that short-waves were the main sand stirring mechanism, whereas IG waves only advect this suspended sand either onshore or
oshore (e.g. Larsen, 1982; Huntley and Hanes, 1987; Osborne and Greenwood,
1992; Ruessink et al., 1998a; Smith and Mocke, 2002). Based on hydrodynamic
data, Abdelrahman and Thornton (1987) and Roelvink and Stive (1989) proposed a dierent hypothesis where the presence of the largest short waves at
either the IG-wave trough (bound wave) or crest (free wave) could explain the
timing of sediment suspension relative to IG wave phase, and the subsequent
transport direction. This timing of suspension can be described by the correlation r0 between the short wave envelope and IG motion. In the shoaling zone
and outer part of the surf zone, larger (breaking) short waves are present at
the IG wave trough (the IG wave can still be considered to be bound), and r0
is negative. Consequently, net transports are directed seaward, as observed by
for example Larsen (1982); Huntley and Hanes (1987); Osborne and Greenwood
(1992); Ruessink (1998b); Smith and Mocke (2002). In addition, as water depths
are lowered locally in the IG trough, short wave orbital velocities are larger close
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to the bed, by which the larger bed shear stresses can suspend even more sand
there. In the inner surf zone, the larger short waves are present on the IG wave
crest (the IG waves can be considered a free wave), and the correlation is positive. Due to the locally raised water levels, short waves can persist longer at
the IG-wave crest than in the trough. Consequently, they suspend more sand at
the IG-wave crest, providing a net shoreward transport at IG-wave timescale,
as observed by, for example, Osborne and Greenwood (1992).
A second theory has been proposed by Aagaard and Greenwood (2008) who
studied sand transport directions at two barred beaches, and observed transport
directions to be related to the position with respect to a suspension maximum.
These suspension maxima occur at positions with relative short wave height
maxima (which at their sites typically occurs on upper seaward slopes or bar
crests) where short waves suspend large amounts of sand while breaking. They
observed a shoreward transport of sand by IG waves at the landward side of
such suspension maxima, and a seaward transport on their seaward side of such
maxima. Their theory may be related to the above described correlation theory.
Other observations contradict these theories, as for conditions where IG
waves dominated the water motion in the inner surf zone, the IG wave was
seen to suspend sand as well (e.g. Beach and Sternberg, 1988; Russell, 1993).
No preferential location of short waves could be distinguished for this data (r0
would be nearly zero), and sand was mostly suspended under the IG trough,
creating seaward directed sand transport.
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Recently, based on measurements on both a gently (β ≈ 1:80) and intermediately (β ≈ 1:35) sloping beach De Bakker et al. (2016) proposed that the ratio
of the IG-wave height with respect to the short wave height HIG /HSW could
explain the previous contrasting observations. The HIG /HSW ratio would be
a good parameter to estimate the type of stirring, and could also explain the
resulting IG-wave sand transport direction and magnitude. On steeper sloping
beaches, IG waves were relatively small and short waves dominated everywhere,
HIG/HSW was typically lower than 0.4, and sand was suspended on the IG
timescale by short waves. Here, the correlation between the short-wave group
and IG orbital velocities determined whether IG-wave sand transport was seaward or shoreward (example in Fig. 10 a,c,e) directed. On average, the IG-wave
component contributed for less than 20% to the total cross-shore transport. On
the contrary, on the gently sloping beach, where IG waves dominated the water
motion in the inner surf zone, the ratio HIG/HSW typically exceeded 0.4, and
sand was suspended under onshore directed IG-wave velocities (example in Fig.
10 b,d,f). The resulting seaward IG transport contributed up to 60% of the
total cross-shore transport.
Overall, steps have been made to extract a general trend behind IG sand suspension and cross-shore transport, but validation on other beaches is considered
necessary, especially under storm conditions when the IG wave contribution to
the total cross-shore transport can be substantial. Conducting experiments in
large-scale ume facilities and extending phase-resolving models such as SWASH
(Zijlema et al., 2011) with a sediment transport module could considerably add
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Figure 10: Example timeseries of a positive correlation r0 (a,c,e) in the inner-surf zone of the
steeply sloping Zandmotor beach and a negative r0 (b,d,f) in the inner-surf zone of the gently
sloping Ameland beach. Please note the dierent y-axis scales.(a,b) sea-surface elevation (m)
and (c,d) cross-shore velocity with in black the total velocity, and in blue the IG velocity, and
(e,f) sand concentration. For Ameland location P11, h = 1.00 m, r0 = -0.04, Htotal /h = 0.67,
ū = -0.15 m/s, HIG /HSW = 1.00. For the Zandmotor location P10, h = 0.5 m, r0 = 0.17,
Htotal /h = 0.66, ū = -0.16 m/s, HIG /HSW = 0.39. After De Bakker et al. (2016).

to this. The contribution of IG waves to longshore transport should also be
investigated. The generic trends could then be implemented in a parameterized
way in morphodynamic models used to asses coastal evolution.

4.1.5. Dune erosion and barrier breaching
IG waves are thought to be particularly important for beach morphodynamic
response to storms, because the surf zone becomes saturated for short-wave
band, but not for IG waves, and hence the inner surf zone and swash are dominated by low-frequency wave motions (e.g., Oltman-Shay and Hathaway, 1989;
Raubenheimer and Guza, 1996). Roelvink et al. (2009) pointed out that high
IG waves occasionally reach the dune front during storms and cause slumping
(avalanching) of the wetted part of the dune face, which subsequently leads to
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avalanching of the dry dune. Through numerical modeling, they showed that
this process plays an essential role in bringing sand from higher parts in the
dune into the swash zone and further oshore from there. However, due to the
inherent diculty of separating interacting IG and short-wave dynamics, the
precise role of IG waves on coastal morphodynamics during storms is dicult
to prove using observational (laboratory and eld) data. Instead of using observational data, Van Rijn (2009) and Van Thiel de Vries (2009) used calibrated
process-based numerical models to investigate the eect of IG waves on dune
erosion during storms. By turning on and o IG wave processes in numerical
models, these studies proposed that IG waves may enhance dune erosion on a
dissipative sandy coast by approximately 2030% during extreme storm events.
Muller et al. (2016) simulated storm impact in the area of Les Boucholeurs
(Western France), an area of marshland protected by relatively narrow dunes.
Their modelling results suggest that, even in an area relatively sheltered from
Atlantic swells, IG waves had an inuence on the mean erosion of the dune
crest, especially at the locations of the highest dunes. However, these authors
found that the nal position and geometry of breaches were not controlled by
IG waves but by tide and surge overow.
The ndings of the numerical model investigations discussed above can be
placed in a more generalized context using the Storm Impact Scale of Sallenger
(2000). The Storm Impact Scale relates the type of morphodynamic response of
a natural sandy barrier island to the position of the swash zone during the storm
(i.e., surge level plus wave run-up and wave run-down) relative to the elevation
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of the beach and dune. The four regimes in the Storm Impact Scale are: (1)
the swash regime, related to beach erosion; (2) the collision regime, related to
erosion of the seaward face of the dune; (3) the overwash regime, in which waves
overtop the dune and dune lowering and island roll-over may take place; (4) and
the inundation regime, where the surge and wave set-up is sucient to entirely
inundate the barrier island and the island may become drowned. Although the
Storm Impact Scale was originally derived for barrier islands, the concepts are
valid for many natural sandy coasts. The simulated morphodynamic response
of a barrier island to the four impact regimes, based on work by McCall et al.
(2010), are shown in Fig. 11 for simulations with and without IG wave processes
computed using the XBeach model (Roelvink et al., 2009). In the swash regime
of this simulated barrier island, the model suggests that IG waves lead to greater
beach erosion and a quicker transition to dune scarping (top left panel in Fig.
11), where the increase is determined by the relative contribution of IG waves
to the nearshore wave energy. In the collision regime, the model suggests that
IG waves allow for greater water depth, and thus more short-wave energy, at
the base of the dune, and enhance the undertow in the surf zone, leading to
a substantial increase in the computed eroded volume of the dune (cf. Van
Thiel de Vries, 2009; Van Rijn, 2009, and top right panel in Fig. 11). The IG
components in the swash, which are dominant on the dissipative beach of the
simulated barrier island during high-energy events, are the key factor causing the
transition from the swash regime to the collision regime, and from the collision
regime to the overwash regime, and therefore strongly determine both the onset
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Figure 11: Simulated morphological change of a cross-shore prole of a barrier island based
on McCall et al. (2010) using the XBeach model with (orange) and without (green) IG waves.
Four simulations are run in which the barrier island is exposed to four dierent water level,
wave height and wave period forcing conditions for a duration of three hours to characterise
storms in the swash, collision, overwash and inundation regimes, as dened by Sallenger (2000).
Dierences between the models are particularly apparent in the collision and overwash regime.

of dune scarping and overwash and lowering (cf. Cañizares and Irish, 2008
and centre panel in Fig. 11). In the inundation regime, steady ow driven by
a pressure gradient across the simulated barrier island becomes the dominant
sediment transport mechanism, and thereby reduces the relative contribution
of IG waves to the post-storm bed prole (cf. Muller et al. 2016; McCall et al.
2010, and bottom panel in Fig. 11).
The numerical model investigations discussed in this section suggest that IG
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waves contribute strongly to the morphodynamic response of dissipative sandy
coasts to a wide range of storm conditions, in particular in the collision and
overwash regimes. Furthermore, they have the potential to change the type of
morphodynamic response of the coast (e.g., overwash and ooding, instead of
dune scarping) by steering the transition between these regimes.

4.2. Tidal inlets
Over the last decade, several studies relying on eld measurements (Wargula
et al., 2014; Orescanin et al., 2014) and/or numerical modelling (Bertin et al.,
2009; Bruneau et al., 2011; Nahon et al., 2012; Dodet et al., 2013) have shown
that short waves can have a relevant contribution in the hydro-sedimentary
dynamics of tidal inlets through a large range of processes. Conversely, the
relevance of IG waves in tidal inlets was only investigated very recently (Bertin
and Olabarrieta, 2016; Williams and Stacey, 2016). The generation mechanisms
and propagation of IG waves in tidal inlets might dier substantially from the
beach environments due to the complex morphology of tidal inlets including
locally very steep bottoms (e.g. terminal lobe of the ebb delta) and the presence
of strong tidal currents in the main channels.
Williams and Stacey (2016) performed eld measurements at the Pescadero
Estuary Mouth, California, and identied uctuations in water levels and current velocities in the IG band. These authors described the waves as bores
propagating inside the lagoon that were larger when the oshore signicant
wave height increased. Williams and Stacey (2016) also showed that velocities
associated with IG waves were of the same order of magnitude or even larger
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Figure 12: Time-series of observed water depths (top), Hm0 in the gravity (blue) and in the
(red) IG bands (middle) and frequence repartition of the energy density inside the Albufeira
Lagoon (Portugal) in September 2010

than tidal currents, although they rapidly decrease after the beginning of the
ebb.
Bertin and Olabarrieta (2016) investigated the relevance of IG waves at Albufeira Lagoon Inlet, a shallow wave-dominated inlet located on the Western
Coast of Portugal. Field measurements of water levels and currents carried
out both inside and outside the lagoon under a moderate energy but long period swell revealed the occurrence of low-frequency uctuations in the IG band.
Outside the lagoon, these uctuations were present along the whole tidal cycle, whereas inside the lagoon they disappeared a few hours after the beginning
of the ebb tide until the next rising tide (Fig. 12). In addition, these authors implemented the XBeach modeling system (Roelvink et al., 2009) and
reproduced fairly well the generation and propagation of IG waves, including
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the drop of their energy during a large part of the ebb. This behavior was explained by blocking due to opposing tidal currents reaching 2.5 m.s−1 in shallow
water depths. Bertin and Olabarrieta (2016) also performed numerical experiments where they removed wave forces inside and outside the surfzone, which
showed that the breakpoint mechanism and the bound wave mechanisms both
contributed signicantly to the generation of IG waves in the inlet. Inside the
lagoon, IG waves induced uctuations in ood currents reaching temporarily
100 % of their magnitude. The fact that these uctuations occur mostly at
ood and not at ebb should promote ood dominance in the lagoon and might
contribute to the shoaling and possibly the closure of such shallow inlets during
winter storms.
These ndings will have to be veried at other inlet systems under various
incident wave conditions. In particular, these studies did not include sediment
transport measurements and the possible contribution of IG waves in the closure
of shallow systems will have to be investigated in detail. These studies showed
that IG waves get blocked during the ebb due to strong counter currents in
shallow depth. Such blocking could hardly occur in deeper inlets, except if ebb
deltas are tilted and face the main channel so that strong counter currents can
locally ow in shallow depths across the surfzone.

4.3. Reef hydrodynamics
4.3.1. Coral reefs
Many tropical islands and coasts are lined with coral reefs. These reefs not
only host valuable ecosystems but also act as a ood defense to protect coast55

lines from coastal storm damage and ooding. Over reefs, incident-band (and
predominantly remotely-generated swell) waves break in a narrow surf zone on
the reef edge, where most of the waves are dissipated and little energy (typically 2% in the short-wave band, Ferrario et al. (2014)) is transmitted to shore.
However, particularly during storm and large swell conditions, overwash and
coastal ooding still occurs due to high water levels (Jae and Richmond, 1992;
Hoeke et al., 2013), overtopping due to both short waves, IG waves and/or
low-frequency wave resonance (Merrield et al., 2014; Cheriton et al., 2016).
The mechanism behind this is radiation stress gradients associated with wave
breaking that not only produces a well-known steady set-up which can be quite
large on reefs (on the order of 1.0 m (Munk and Sargent, 1948; Vetter et al.,
2010)), but also produces a time-varying component due the groupiness of the
incoming waves, which causes the breakpoint to vary in time and space, as explained in section 2.2. In the case of reefs, these breakpoint-generated IG waves
(Symonds et al., 1982) usually dominate over IG waves generated through the
bound-wave shoaling mechanism introduced in section 2.1 (Battjes et al., 2004;
Pomeroy et al., 2012; Merrield et al., 2014). Nwogu and Demirbilek (2010)
found, on the basis of laboratory experiments on an idealized smooth reef, that
IG energy increased across the reef at towards shore. In another laboratory
study, Pomeroy et al. (2015) found that incident-band waves decreased rapidly
at the reef crest, then more gradually across the at. IG waves also shoaled and
then rapidly decreased in height at the crest, but instead grew higher as they
propagated across the reef at.
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Figure 13: (A) Bathymetry of Ningaloo Reef (Western Australia) and location of the sensors,
(B) cross-shore prole of the reef at the location of the sensors and (C) Time series of the
mean water level (tide) measured on the forereef at C1 and Root-mean-square wave heights
for the IG wave band Hrms,IG (blue) and short-wave band Hrms,sw (red) measured across
at C1, C3, C4, C5 and C6). Modied from Van Dongeren et al. (2013)

As a result of the generation of IG waves on the reef edge, the wave spectra
become bi-modal on the reef at (Young, 1989; Hardy and Young, 1996). There,
the remaining incident waves and to a lesser extent IG waves (Pomeroy et al.,
2012)) attenuate due to bottom friction dissipation, which is larger than that
typically found on sandy beaches (Lowe et al., 2005; Monismith et al., 2015).
This implies that IG waves become more and more dominant away from the
reef edge, as conrmed by numerical analysis by (Van Dongeren et al., 2013)
for a wide fringing reef (Fig. 13). These authors showed that the inuence of
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short waves decreases dramatically across the reef at and within the lagoon,
typically accounting for < 40% of the bed shear stresses, while the contribution
of IG waves to the total bed shear stresses gradually increases across the reef
towards the lagoon and ultimately turns dominant (generally accounting for up
to 50% of the bed shear stress in the lagoon).
Using numerical simulations, Shimozono et al. (2015) showed that, for the
case of a typhoon impact on a narrow reef-lined coast in the Philippines, the
runup spectrum was more dominated by IG waves if the reef was wider. The
IG wave attenuation is controlled by wave shape, bed roughness, water depth,
and the width of the reef at (Péquignet et al., 2009). For large roughness, wide
reefs and/or small water depths, IG waves are shoreward propagating with little
reection from the coastline. In contrast, for smooth reefs and for certain combinations of reef width, water depth and incident wave period, resonance may
occur on the reef, with associated large sea surface amplitudes at the shoreline
(Cheriton et al., 2016; Gawehn et al., 2016). Furthermore, IG waves that reect
from the shore may escape to deeper water, where they are hardly attenuated,
and impact the opposite coast (Rawat et al., 2014). Few studies so far have
included the alongshore variations in the reef topography, which may amplify
wave heights or setup (Smithers and Hoeke, 2014; Rogers et al., 2015). Beetham
et al. (2016) suggested that the overprediction of the modelled IG waves may
be the result of excluding longshore variations. All factors - set-up, resonance,
IG waves and short waves - contribute to potential ooding of the coastline and
damages on islands.
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4.3.2. Rocky shore platforms
Over the last decade, a number of studies have observed IG wave characteristics on shore platforms, particularly in the meso- and micro-tidal environments of New Zealand and Australia (e.g. Beetham and Kench, 2011; Ogawa
et al., 2015, 2011; Marshall and Stephenson, 2011), and their results have mostly
agreed with those from coral reefs. Microtidal, rocky shore platforms, sometimes
referred to as Type B platforms (Sunamura, 1992), provide a morphology that
is analogous to coral reefs in that they are near-horizontal with a steep low-tide
cli, the upper part of which can sometimes be seen at low tide. Of these studies, the only one to focus entirely on IG waves is that of Beetham and Kench
(2011) who observed the IG-wave height to be linearly dependant on the oshore short-wave height and to increase shoreward with a maximum IG wave
height of 0.20 m measured at the cli toe. Ogawa et al. (2015) showed that
the importance of IG waves on a shore platform can be parameterized using
the relative water depth (h/H) at the platform edge. A threshold value of 1.1
was observed, above which sea-swell frequencies dominate the wave spectra, and
below which IG frequencies dominate the wave spectra as short waves typically
break on the platform edge.

4.4. Seiches in semi-enclosed basins and harbors
Semi-enclosed basins and harbors have natural resonant periods ranging from
a few tens of seconds to a few hours. The amplitude of small oscillations coming
from the ocean may be strongly increased by resonant processes (Rabinovich,
2009). This phenomenon is known as coastal seiches (Giese and Chapman, 1993;
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Rabinovich, 2009) and creates important hazards for population safety and economic activities. Harbors are particularly vulnerable to these phenomena, which
can seriously aect operations and cause severe and expensive damages to harbor facilities and moored ships. Associated currents can also drive substantial
sediment transport and may modify the harbor bathymetry. These problems
have fostered numerous studies aimed to better understand the development of
such seiches in harbors (De Jong and Battjes, 2004; Lee, 1971; Okihiro et al.,
1993, among others).
The long waves responsible for seiche development may be generated by a
large range of mechanisms, including seismic phenomenon, internal waves and
jet-like currents. However, the most common mechanisms driving coastal seiches
in harbours are related to atmospheric disturbances (Vilibi¢ et al., 2008) and
IG waves (Ardhuin et al., 2010). For small-scale basins with resonant periods
of a few minutes, Okihiro et al. (1993) showed that seiches are forced mainly by
IG waves.
In order to illustrate this phenomenon, we focus here on the case study of
Port-Tudy harbour, located on Groix Island on the Western Coast of France
(see Fig. 14a). Strong seiches regularly develop in this harbour, with some of
the highest amplitudes observed along the French metropolitan coast.

4.4.1. The resonant periods
The resonant periods, also known as eigen periods, of semi-enclosed basins
(such as gulfs, bays, fjords, inlets, ports, or harbors) are fully determined by
the basin geometry. In order to characterize the resonant periods of Port-Tudy
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Figure 14: a) Location and bathymetric map of Groix Island and Port-Tudy. b) Background
spectra (grey lines) and mean background spectrum (black line) computed on time series
(calm periods) recorded with Port-Tudy tide gauge. The grey box represents the range of
eigen periods obtained with the model. c) Signicant height of seiche (HSeiche ) and IG waves
(HHasselmann ) time-series during the whole year 2013 and the rst month of 2014.

harbour, the background spectrum is computed on the water surface elevations
time-series observed during the calm periods of the year 2013. Calm periods
were arbitrarily dened as periods of more than 4 consecutive days where the
signicant height of low-frequency oscillations in the harbour was lower than 0.15
m. The resulting background spectrum (see Fig. 14b) clearly shows a unique
broadened peak, with a peak period centred around 5 minutes and extending
from 3 to 6 minutes. The broadened peak is explained by large tidal level
variations, which can reach about 5 m during spring tides in this area. As wave
propagation depends on the water depth, the resonant period varies during the
tidal cycle, resulting in the observed broadened peak.
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However, resonance implies the development of standing waves so that the
elevation signal measured at a xed tide gauge, potentially close to an oscillation node, may not be representative of the whole harbour. To overcome this
problem, the tide gauge analysis was complemented with a numerical model
solving the Berkho (1972) equations to compute the eigen modes of oscillations inside the harbour. Model results revealed resonant periods ranging from
3.08 minutes for the highest astronomical tide to 5.95 minutes for the lowest
astronomical tide, which is consistent with the observed background spectrum
(Fig. 14b).

4.4.2. Forcing mechanisms
The seiche magnitude, HSeiche , is estimated at the tide gauge location, as
the signicant wave height computed over periods ranging from 3 to 6 minutes.
The time series of observed HSeiche is plotted (black line) on Fig. 14c for the
whole year 2013 and rst month of 2014. During this period, the maximum
observed HSeiche reaches 1.1 m on the 6 January 2014.
In order to explain the development of these seiches, the signicant height
of the incoming bound waves HHasselmann was computed according to Hasselmann (1962) from time series of directional spectra computed oshore of Groix
Island (14a) from an application of the WWIII model for the French Coasts
Ardhuin and Roland (2013). Fig.14c shows a strong correlation between the
observed seiche height in the harbour and the modeled incoming bound wave,
with a Pearson correlation coecient reaching 0.85 for the considered period.
Based on this correlation, together with results presented above, we propose
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that the development of seiches in the harbour results from the amplication by
resonance of IG waves, released around the island and trapped inside the harbour. This hypothesis will be veried in the future using process-based models
capable of simulating coastal IG waves (e.g. Roelvink et al., 2009).

4.5. Free IG waves and associated seismic waves in the solid Earth: the hum
4.5.1. Properties of the hum
Nawa et al. (1998) discovered ground oscillations at land seismic stations
with periods longer than 30 s but which are not caused by earthquakes. This
unexpected background signal varies stochastically on the short term but has
two yearly maxima (Tanimoto, 2005) that correspond to the storm seasons of
each hemisphere. The propagation direction of these seismic waves clearly associates this "hum" from 30 to 300 s with ocean waves (Rhie and Romanowicz,
2004; Bromirski, 2009; Nishida, 2013). At 300 s, the seismic wavelength is on
the order of 1500 km. These waves are long enough that their interference
around the planet excites the Earth's normal modes, frequencies separated by
approximately 10−4 Hz at which the Earth rings like a bell. The 'tone' of these
oscillations can be used to infer properties of the solid Earth.
Whereas shorter microseisms, with periods under 30 s, are now relatively
well understood, a quantitatively veried theory of the hum generation by free
IG waves is very recent (Ardhuin et al., 2015), and many alternative theories
have been proposed by Tanimoto (2005); Webb (2007, 2008); Uchiyama and
McWilliams (2008); Traer and Gerstoft (2014), among others. In general, all
these authors have linked oceanic IG waves with the hum. A better understand63

ing of the generation of the hum could thus oer a possible way to measure IG
waves from land-based seismometers, and help rene the use of microseism background signals to investigate the structure of the Earth.
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Figure 15: Measured and modeled seismic spectra. (a) Vertical acceleration power spectral
density (PSD) in March 2008 at the French SSB seismic station, located near Saint-Etienne,
France. (b) observed and (c) modeled PSDs in March 2008 following Hasselmann (1963) and
Ardhuin et al. (2015). Light blue to red vertical stripes correspond to earthquakes (not modeled). The dashed line separates the low frequencies where the primary mechanism dominates
from the higher frequencies explained by the secondary or 'double-frequency' mechanism. The
Johanna storm, on March 10, is conspicuous with powerful and lower frequency microseisms.

A Fourier analysis of motions in the solid Earth and ocean layer shows that
the transfer of energy from ocean waves to seismic waves is signicant only if
ocean wave motions match both the wavelength and periods, and hence the
speed, of seismic waves (Hasselmann, 1963). This necessary matching of the
speeds of dierent wave trains applies to all sorts of wave motions (Hasselmann,
1966), for example the generation of atmospheric waves by tsunamis (e.g. Artru
et al., 2005). Two types of interactions can be the match-makers between IG
waves, which travel at a few hundreds of meters per second, and much faster
seismic waves, which reach 5 km/s at the seaoor. The primary mechanism is an
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interference of surface waves of wavenumber kw and frequency fw with bottom
topography kb , which produce seismic waves of wavenumber ks = kw + kb and
frequency fs = fw . The secondary mechanism is the interference of two wave
trains of wavenumber and frequency (k1 , f1 ), (k2 , f2 ), producing a seismic wave
of wavenumber ks = k1 + k2 and frequency fs = f1 ± f2 . Because |ks |/(2πfs )
must be equal to the seismic phase speed, these resonance conditions impose

k2 ' −k1 and thus f1 ' f2 and fs ' 2f1 . These conditions make it impossible
for the interaction fs = f1 − f2 to produce a signicant seismic wave amplitude
(Hasselmann, 1963; Webb, 2008), contrary to the propositions by Uchiyama and
McWilliams (2008) and Traer and Gerstoft (2014).
Without any of these two mechanisms, ocean waves propagating over a at
bottom only produce pressure oscillations in the water and a deformation of
the bottom that is proportional to the local ocean wave amplitude but which
cannot propagate as seismic waves. This eect is known as compliance and
is used in geophysical studies of oceanic crustal structure (e.g. Crawford et al.,
1991). Ardhuin et al. (2015) applied the wave-wave and wave-bottom interaction
theories of Hasselmann (1963), taking into account the necessary correction for
nite depth given by Ardhuin and Herbers (2013). The result is shown in Fig.
4.5.1. The secondary mechanism is too weak by 10 orders of magnitude to
explain the recorded hum, whereas a reasonable guess of an eective bottom
slope of 6%, combined with the global IG wave model of Ardhuin et al. (2014)
gives a good agreement between both the mean observed hum level (Fig. 4.5.1)
and its temporal variability (Ardhuin et al., 2015).
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4.5.2. Free IG waves in the open ocean
Assuming uniform topography along-shore, Ardhuin et al. (2015) showed
that the interference of waves and bottom topography is dominated by what
happens around the non-dimensional depth kD = 0.76 (wave numbers time water depth). For periods 50 to 300 s, hum sources are therefore expected to be at
depths of 300-1000 m, corresponding to the position of the shelf slope. Although
the magnitude of the hum source depends on the generally poorly constrained
eective slope, the relative variation of hum amplitudes could provide a useful
complement to the few available measurements of open ocean IG wave measurements. Very few data were available in the open ocean 25 years ago (Webb
et al., 1991), but a few real-time seaoor data series are now available from the
Neptune network o the coast of British Columbia and more and more bottom
pressure recorders are being deployed for marine geophysics experiments (Davy
et al., 2014; Godin et al., 2014) and the tsunami warning system (e.g. Aucan and
Ardhuin, 2013). A better knowledge of sources and propagation patterns of IG
waves across oceans is thus emerging. The global IG wave eld combines strong
sources on west coasts that radiate towards the east (Rawat et al., 2014), with
some occasional free waves arriving from the open ocean (Neale et al., 2015).
Mid-ocean observations in the North Atlantic by Crawford et al. (2015) suggest
that summer IG events can have signicant sources in the southern hemisphere.
Although some details are still unclear, these features are generally consistent
with a global model fed by empirical sources of free IG waves at the coast giving
average IG wave heights shown in Fig. 16.
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Figure 16: Mean values of HIG over (a) January and February 2008, (b) June and July 2008.
Small square with numbers correspond to the location of DART stations used here for model
validation. Taken from Ardhuin et al. (2014).

Given the large scale extension of free IG sources along the coast, it seems
unlikely that hum or open ocean IG wave recordings will provide detailed information about the IG wave generation processes. Nevertheless, these measurements provide a general constraint on the IG energy balance and regional
averaged levels of free IG waves generated at the coast.

5. Conclusions and future challenges
5.1. Future challenges for knowledge improvement
Over the past few decades, IG waves have received considerable attention
from the coastal community, which has led to important progress in understanding their generation mechanisms, transformations and impacts in the nearshore.
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Despite these advances, numerous questions remain to be explored, and new
challenges have also emerged. In addition to challenges listed at the end of each
subsection above, we summarize below the most relevant ones (in our opinion)
for the coastal scientic community.
Regarding IG wave generation mechanisms, the importance of the phase
lag between the long bound wave and the wave energy envelope should receive
more attention. Even though this phenomenon was observed several times in
the eld (e.g. Masselink, 1995; Inch et al., 2017a), its detailed analysis is restricted to a few lab experiments (e.g. Janssen et al., 2003). In particular, its
dependence on the incident wave spectra as well as the beach slope should be
further investigated. The understanding of the breakpoint mechanism should
also be improved, through new eld measurements collected over steep bottoms, which are scarce in the literature. Also, the relationship between the
frequency of IG waves and the shape of the incident short wave spectra is not
totally understood, as both relatively short period IG waves (e.g. T < 60s)
were observed under narrow banded long period incident waves (e.g. Bertin and
Olabarrieta, 2016) and larger period IG waves were observed under shorter period incident short-waves (e.g. De Bakker et al., 2014). Such eld measurements
could be complemented with numerical modeling using surf beat models, where
wave forces can be turned o outside and inside the surfzone to analyse the
respective contribution of these mechanisms. Furthermore, the transfers of IG
wave energy back to short waves and the generation of IG harmonics and subsequent depth limited breaking needs to be studied for more types of coasts
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(e.g. gravel beaches, rocky shores, tidal inlets and estuaries and coral reefs).
In particular, the respective contribution of both mechanisms to the observed
IG wave energy loss in the nearshore should be better quantied. In order to
better understand the fate of IG waves in the very nearshore, intercomparisons
of separation techniques should be promoted, namely to better evaluate the uncertainty associated with reection coecient estimates (e.g. Inch et al., 2017b).
Measurements of the free surface elevation with photogrammetry (e.g. de Vries
et al., 2011) or LiDAR scanners (Martins et al., 2017) techniques combined with
the Radon separation technique (Almar et al., 2013) appears to be a promising
perspective.
The review of the studies about the impact of IG waves on sediment transport revealed contrasting observations. The ratio of IG wave height to short
wave height (highly dependent on beach slope and oshore wave conditions)
was shown at several sites to explain the type of sand suspension mechanism
and thereby subsequent sand transport magnitude and direction. This hypothesis needs to be veried for various beach morphologies and under a wide range
of incident wave conditions. In particular, high-resolution measurements under high energy conditions are particularly needed, along transects spanning
from the shoaling zone (with structures deployed oshore and combining pressure/velocity sensors), to well within the swash zone. In addition, for a given site
and level of IG wave energy, the magnitude of the associated currents and subsequent sand uxes should be strongly impacted by the period of IG waves. This
hypothesis should be veried in the eld, measuring sand uxes under IG waves
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of similar energy but with dierent periods. These improvements would also
benet process-based morphodynamic models (e.g. XBeach, Roelvink et al.,
2009), which use parameterized approaches for sand uxes with little validation
under extreme events.

5.2. Broader implications
The further improvement of knowledge on IG-wave dynamics will also benet other scientic communities. As mentioned briey in the Introduction,
recent studies point out the important role of IG waves at the various seainterfaces: the generation of acoustic waves in the thermosphere, the creation
of the earth's hum at the seaoor, as well as their inuence on ice-shelf collapse.
In addition, for the eld of sedimentology specic to coastline evolution, the IG
erosional/depositional imprints are expected to be considerable. Furthermore,
the IG wave impacts, especially during storms, need to be taken into account
when providing operational forecasts, and when assessing longer-term coastline
stability. IG waves should also be considered during harbor design, as they can
eect harbor operations substantially through resonance.
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A. Separation methods
As the incoming infragravity wave can (partly) reect from the beach and
travel oshore, the sea-surface elevation timeseries η is a superposition of both
the incoming and outgoing infragravity wave. To determine the amount of
reection of the incoming infragravity-wave energy, and to study the incoming
infragravity-wave transformation, one needs to separate the two signals. Several
techniques have been developed to separate the incoming from the outgoing
infragravity wave, varying from a time-domain method (Guza et al., 1984) and
two spectral-domain (Sheremet et al., 2002; Van Dongeren et al., 2007) methods,
based on the Fourier transform of the wave-eld, to the Radon Transform for
two-dimensional wave elds (Radon, 1917; Almar et al., 2013, 2014).
The rst three methods assume normally incident waves on at beds, but as
both assumptions are usually violated in shallow coastal waters this might introduce considerable errors. Sheremet et al. (2002) have investigated the eect
of these assumptions on their method and concluded that the relative errors of
both energy uxes and reection coecients for their eld data do not exceed
20%. A comparison between Sheremet et al. (2002)s method and the array
method of Van Dongeren et al. (2007) shows that at the low end of the infragravity frequency band, which is characterised by long wavelengths, reection
estimates are highly eected by the number of consecutive sensors (De Bakker
et al., 2014). In addition, reection coecients from 'noisy 'eld data may be
biased high (Tatavarti et al., 1988; Huntley et al., 1999; Inch et al., 2017b).
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A.1. PUV methods
A.1.1. Time-domain approach by Guza et al 1984
The time-domain approach developed by Guza et al. (1984) uses co-located
wave gauges and velocity meters to construct surface elevation time series of the
incoming η + and outgoing η − signals,

η± =

η±

 1/2
h
g

u
,

2

(9)

where h is water depth and g is gravitational acceleration.

A.1.2. Spectral-domain method by Sheremet et al 2002
The spectral-domain method of Sheremet et al. (2002) also uses co-located
wave gauges and velocity meters, but has incoming and outgoing energy uxes

Ff± as output for separate frequencies following,

Ff± = Nf±
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2
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where N is the energy, Cηu is the η − u co-spectrum and Cηη and Cuu are η and

u auto-spectra, respectively. Summation over infragravity frequencies gives the
bulk infragravity energy ux, Fb± . The bulk reection coecient, Rb2 , is dened
as the ratio of the oshore to onshore propagating bulk infragravity energy ux,

Rb2 = Fb− /Fb+ .
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A.2. Array methods
Array methods decompose a wave signal into its shoreward and seaward
propagating components by using a cross-shore array of spatially separated pressure sensors only (i.e., without velocity data) and rely on the phase dierence
of waves between individual sensors. Array methods provide an estimate of the
incident and reected infragravity components at the centre of the instrument
array used in the analysis. A number of these methods exist, operating in both
the time (e.g. Frigaard and Brorsen, 1995) and frequency (e.g. Goda and Suzuki,
1976; Mansard and Funke, 1980; Van Dongeren et al., 2007) domains. Pressure
sensors are typically more economical than velocity sensors allowing a wider
range of spatial measurements with lower cost, thus obtaining a better appreciation of the spatial variability in infragravity wave dynamics. Furthermore,
pressure sensors less obtrusive and more robust so can be deployed for longer
time periods, essential when investigating the climatology of infragravity waves.
Most array methods are intended for the study of two dimensional waves
propagating over a horizontal bed and are not designed for use on a sloping,
natural beach. Baldock and Simmonds (1999), using the method of Frigaard
and Brorsen (1995), showed that ignoring the eects of wave shoaling can lead to
errors of up to 90% in the estimation on incident and reected wave amplitudes.
However, they also demonstrate that relatively simple modications are needed
to adapt array separation methods for using on sloping beds. Indeed, the method
of Van Dongeren et al. (2007) is adapted from that of Battjes et al. (2004) with
modications for shoaling and phase speed eects.
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An important consideration in the study of infragravity waves is that array
methods require a strategic approach to the separation distance between pressure sensors to avoid singularities occurring at discrete frequencies where the
sensor spacing is typically equal to an integer number of half wavelengths. For
this reason, array methods perform best with three or more pressure sensors
spaced unevenly to provide a greater range of separation distances for use in
the analysis. Although, as more pressure sensors are used, the subsequent wave
reection estimates are averaged over a larger cross-shore range.
A study by Inch et al. (2017b) showed that an additional source of error
that can aect array methods, particularly in the eld, is random signal noise.
Using numerical simulations, they show that the presence of noise introduces a
signicant positive bias to incident and reected spectra estimates, and corresponding reection coecients. A technique is introduced that can be applied
to any array method to investigate the impact of noise and develop a correction
function for such noise. Applying this technique to the array method of Gaillard
et al. (1980), a correction function is developed that, when applied to eld data
from a dissipative beach, suggests that infragravity reection coecients may
be overestimated by as much as 50% because of noise.

A.3. Radon transform
A fourth method is the recently revisited Radon transform (Almar et al.,
2013, 2014). So far it has only been tested on synthetic cases and laboratory
data, but it shows good potential. It projects the two-dimensional wave eld
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into polar space following,

‹
R(ρ, θ) =

η(x, y) d(xcosθ + ysinθ − ρ) dx dy

(12)

where δ is the Dirac delta function, θ and ρ are the angle and distance from origin
of the integration line dened as ρ = xcosθ + ysinθ. The origin is the center of
the two-dimensional (x,t) wave eld. Wave crests are identied as density peaks
in the polar space. The wave eld can be decomposed over the whole x-t wave
eld as the incoming and outgoing wave trains appear in the Radon space within
the θ = [1◦ − 89◦ ] and θ = [91◦ − 179◦ ] intervals, respectively. The original
wave eld can then be back projected with the Inverse Radon Transform applied
separately to the dierent angles as,

ˆ
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The method seems relatively insensitive to wave characteristics, but is prone
to the sampling scheme and the number and density of wave gauges. (The
distance between gauges should be less than one third of the shortest wavelength,
while the array should cover more than one third of the longest wavelength
(Almar et al., 2014).)
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B. Bispectra
Since the introduction of bispectral analysis by Hasselmann et al. (1963), it
has been used in numerous studies to investigate nonlinearities of wave elds
(e.g. Freilich and Guza, 1984; Elgar and Guza, 1985; Herbers et al., 1994, 1995;
Norheim et al., 1998; Herbers et al., 2000; Thomson et al., 2006; De Bakker
et al., 2015a,b). In addition to the power spectrum, which contains no phase
information, the bispectrum Bf1 ,f2 detects phase-coupling between frequency
components, more specically three frequencies. These triad interactions are responsible for the transfer of energy (pressure force times velocity) from the power
spectral peak to sub- and superharmonics, which lead to a change in waveshape
to skewed and asymmetric close to shore (e.g. Elgar and Guza, 1985). These
energy transfers occur gradually to adjust to the decrease in water depth, and
are stronger when water depths are shallower as waves are closer to resonance.
The discrete bispectrum is dened as,

Bf1 ,f2 = E[Af1 Af2 A∗f1 +f2 ],

(15)

where E [ ] is the ensemble average of the triple product of complex Fourier
coecients A at the frequencies f1 , f2 and their sum f1 + f2 , and the asterisk
indicates complex conjugation. Similarly, the power spectrum is dened as,

Pf1 =

1
E[Af1 A∗f1 ].
2

(16)

The variance of the bispectral estimates is dependent on the power spectral prop117

erties of the signal, if not enough averaging is performed (by using blocks and
frequency merging), the bispectral estimates might appear large just because
it is highly variable. A normalized measure of the strength of the coupling of
the interacting wave components, which removes this variance, the bicoherence

b2f1 ,f2 , is here dened as,

b2f1 ,f2 =

|Bf1 ,f2 |2
,
Pf1 Pf2 Pf1 +f2

(17)

following Collis et al. (1998), Eq. [27], and is the most commonly used normalization method for statistical tests, although it contains no upper bound.
Several other ways exist in which bicoherence can be quantied, see for instance
Haubrich (1965) and Kim and Powers (1979), the latter method having an upper bound of 1, when there is not averaged over frequency. For a comparison
between the normalization methods, see for example Elgar and Guza (1988) and
Collis et al. (1998). The 95% signicance level on zero bicoherence is dened as
6/d.o.f., where d.o.f. is the degrees of freedom.
The normalized phase of the bispectrum, called the biphase βf1 ,f2 gives a
normalized measure of the phase relationship and is dened as,


I{Bf1 ,f2 }
,
= arctan
R{Bf1 ,f2 }


βf1 ,f2

(18)

following Kim and Powers (1979), where I and R are the imaginary and real
part of the bispectrum, respectively. The stability of the biphase estimates
is highly dependent on bicoherence values; for low bicoherence, the biphase is
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randomly distributed between π and -π . The biphase can be related to the wave
shape, with values close to zero (imaginary part is close to zero) indicating a
skewed wave, and values close to -90 (real part is close to zero) indicating an
asymmetric (e.g. Elgar and Guza, 1985). The biphase can be integrated over
separate frequency bands, to single out the wave shape of the bound infragravity
wave (biphase ≈ 180 degrees) (e.g. De Bakker et al., 2015a).
As the bispectrum has symmetrical properties, it is only necessary to evaluate the bispectrum in the principal domain where f1 , f2 > 0, f2 < f1 and

f1 + f2 < fN /2, where fN is the Nyquist frequency (see for example Herbers
et al. (2003)). The bispectrum is zero if the three frequencies are independent
of each other, with random phase relationships in a linear wave eld.
The imaginary part of the bispectrum shows relative energy transfers between the phase-coupled frequencies. Figure 17 shows an example of a bispectrum in the outer surf zone obtained over a low sloping laboratory beach with a
rather narrow banded spectrum. Positive (red) values at Bf1 ,f2 indicate a transfer from f1 and f2 to f3 , the sum frequency. Negative (blue) values indicate a
transfer from f3 to f1 and f2 . A positive interaction is present at B(0.44, 0.44)
where energy is transferred from the spectral peak to its higher harmonic at f
= 0.88 Hz. Another positive, less strong interaction, is present at B(0.88, 0.44)
where energy is transferred from the spectral peak and its rst harmonic to the
second harmonic at f = 1.32 Hz. At the same time, negative interactions are
present at B(0.42, 0.04) with energy transfers from f3 = 0.46 Hz to both f1 =
0.42 Hz and f2 = 0.04 Hz, and at B(0.86, 0.04) with energy transfers from f3
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Figure 17: Imaginary part of the bispectrum in m3 (x 10−8 ) of the incoming wave signal (η+ )
over a 1:80 laboratory slope, at x = 70 m, h = 0.18 m. Black solid lines indicate the cuto
between infragravity and sea-swell wave frequencies, fIG . Dashed lines indicate the spectral
peak (f = 0.44 Hz) and its higher harmonics. After De Bakker et al. (2015a).

= 0.90 Hz to both f1 = 0.86 Hz and f2 = 0.04 Hz. These two interactions are
responsible for the growth of the bound infragravity wave, while at the same
time causing the energy around the spectral peak and its harmonics to shift to
slightly lower frequencies, see also De Bakker et al. (2015a).
By integrating over the imaginary part of the bispectrum and hereby combining all the separate interactions, and multiplying that with a coupling coecient,
net nonlinear energy transfers between frequencies Snl can be calculated (e.g.
Herbers et al., 2000; De Bakker et al., 2015a). The currently dened coupling
coecients vary from the Boussinesq scaling (e.g. Herbers and Burton, 1997)
valid for resonant waves in shallow water, up to the more generalized theory
(e.g. Janssen, 2006), which includes full linear dispersive eects. In shallow water during both shoaling and breaking sea-swell-wave conditions, the Boussinesq
approximation yields the most reliable results (Herbers and Burton, 1997; Herbers et al., 2000; Smit et al., 2014), although the strong nonlinearities occurring
in the surf zone are somewhat unrepresented, and third- and higher-order in-
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teractions would need to be incorporated for more reliable estimates (Thomson
et al., 2006; De Bakker et al., 2015a). Using the stochastic formulation of the
second-order nonlinear wave interaction theory of Herbers et al. (2000) (their
Eq.(4)) Snl can be determined discretely by:

Snl,f



f
fX
N −f

3πf  X
=
I
∆f Bf 0 ,f −f 0 − 2
∆f Bf 0 ,f  .

h  0
0
f =0

The term

f
P
f 0 =0

(19)

f =0

Bf 0 ,f −f 0 accounts for the sum interactions in the imaginary part

of the bispectrum, and the term −2

∞
P
f 0 =0

Bf 0 ,f accounts for the dierence in-

teractions, as each particular frequency can participate simultaneously in both
dierence and sum interactions. To study interactions including infragravity
frequencies in more detail, the bispectrum can be further divided into zones
with dierent contributions of infragravity frequencies, after which Snl can be
determined for those separate zones (De Bakker et al., 2015a).
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